CCTV Video Recorder
Fanless rail-approved computer system with dual removable video storage drives and up to 8 M12 PoE Ethernet ports.

Passenger Information System
On train display computer supporting 24V and 110V DC input for passenger information and digital signage.

Facial Recognition System
Rail certified fanless computer with Nvidia graphics card for real-time on-train facial recognition.

Driver Display Interface
ENS015S certified touchscreen computer to interface to on train systems including CCTV, passenger information and WiFi.

Energy Storage System ESS (Li-ion Rechargeable Battery Pack)
Suitable for both static and vehicle based applications, the Energy Storage System (ESS) provides reliable energy storage for operation in a wide range of rail applications.

Emergency Lighting Battery Packs
Chemistries can be NiMH, NiCd, Lead Acid.

On Train Ticketing
Developed specifically with the rail industry in mind, the Steatite mobile ticket printer addresses the needs of the modern train operator.